Residential: Sold

THE FACTORY
LONDON N1

THE FACTORY N1
2 BEDROOM PENTHOUSE
SOLD

This is a rare chance to purchase the
penthouse of renowned warehouse
development, The Factory. Converted in
the late ‘90s by trend-setting developer
Manhattan Loft Corporation, it’s
widely accepted as loft development
in its purest form and has featured
in the iconic photo book London
Lofts, as well as on the BBC, MTV
and VH1. Refurbished to the highest

spec, the loft includes luxuries such
as bespoke concrete floors, surround
sound in most rooms, LED mood lighting
and one-touch blinds.
Total: 2,681 sq ft (approx)

RARE PROPERTY IN THE
ICONIC FACTORY

MEZZANINE LEVEL

SECURE UNDERGROUND
PARKING

1,200 SQ FT LANDSCAPED
ROOF TERRACE

The living space
At centre stage is an open plan kitchen. It features all the
expected appliances as well as the functionality to close off the
main kitchen space, leaving a smart granite island that makes
for a great entertaining area. There’s also extensive and stylish
storage that runs the full length of the wall within the main living
space. The generous master bedroom has built in wardrobes,
a sleek low slung media centre and private access to a luxury
split-level en-suite. This stunning bathroom is complete with solid
sunken bath, wet room raindrop shower and twin sinks. There
is also a small second bedroom suitable as a guest or children’s
bedroom, or perhaps a study. Additionally, there is a second
shower room comprising a large raindrop shower cubicle,
vanity basin and WC. There’s also a split level mezzanine,
which opens up an impressive balcony looking down at the
dining area and then an additional level that currently acts as a
lofty study with semi-sunken private lounge.
Where is it?
The Factory is located on Nile Street, which is within easy
reach of Shoreditch, Islington and close to the City. Transport
connections are excellent with Old Street (Northern Line) only
5 minutes away and Liverpool Street (Central Line) about 10
minutes away.
What else you should know
The penthouse enjoys a completely private, decked and
landscaped roof terrace that spans approx. 1,200sqft – this
huge outdoor space is accessed via large windows. The
apartment also includes a secure underground parking space
and benefits from a building porter too.
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